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ABSTRACT 

In the past few years, multipliers have been a tremendous increase in the demand for better quality electronic 

equipment because of increasing standards of living of people. This has led to the development of new technologies like 

System On Chip (S.O.C)s and scaling down the transistor sizes so that we can integrate a greater amount of functionality 

into a smaller area of silicon. 

The densely packed components will result in higher power consumption per unit area of silicon and higher power 

dissipation too. This could result in increasing the temperature of the chip which could slow down the chip or could 

damage it. The higher power consumption also leads to quick draining of battery operated devices. In many palm-hold 

devices like smart phones, i-pods etc there are many applications like voice interface, high definition audio and video, 

video calling, 3G and 4G services, etc. which needs a very good quality DSP circuit.FIR Filters are a major component of 

DSP circuits. FIR Filters mainly comprise of multipliers and adders as the power consuming elements. For a good quality 

DSP circuit we need to implement an FIR Filter with wide multipliers that give good precision and range for good 

multiplication. And also some times to reduce the wiring cost, it is common practice to transmit the data through a high 

speed serial link. In some ICs the designers try to reduce the number of IO pads in order to reduce the power consumption 

and silicon area. Therefore efforts are made to design high speed serial interface in order to facilitate on-chip buffering and 

parallel processing. In this project we design seral-serial multiplier to reduce the complexity of SOC’s, and power 

dissipation. The RTL coding for this project has been done in verilog HDL. Modelsim Simulator has been used to perform 

functional verification through simulation. XILINX ISE is used to perform synthesis and power analysis.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Multipliers are the fundamental and essential building blocks of VLSI systems. The design and implementation 

approaches of multipliers contribute substantially to the area, speed and power consumption of computational intensive 

VLSI systems. Often the delay of multipliers dominates the critical path of this System and due to issues reliability and 

portability. Power consumption is a critical criterion for applications that demand low-power as its primary metric. While 

low power and high speed multiplier circuits are highly demanded, it is not always possible to achieve both criteria 

simultaneously. Therefore, a good multiplier design requires some tradeoffs between speed and power consumption. Bit-

serial multipliers provide the lowest possible area complexity.  

      Parallel multipliers are multiplier which has parallel operands i.e., the entire operand bits is available at a time. 

Whereas, in serial multipliers the two input operands are given serially i.e., here only single bit is received at the multiplier 

at a time from each operand. Typically, multiplier in hardware is implemented in three stages. They are partial product 

generation (PPs), reduction of partial product terms and the final carry propagation adder. The partial products can be 
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generated either in parallel or serially depending on the target application and availability of i/p data. The partial products 

are generally reduced by CSAs using an array or a tree structure. Carry propagation addition is inevitable when the partial 

products are reduced to two rows. The addition process is carried out by RCA for low power or CLA adder for high speed. 

The height of the partial product tree increases with the wordlenth of i/p data. Therefore the area, delay and power 

dissipation increases. Therefore it is highly desirable to reduce the no of partial products before the CSA stage [3]. This can 

be achieved by modified BOOTH algorithm [6] to reduce the height of pp matrix. But it leads more area and delay 

compared to the simple pp generation process. Another approach is to use high order column compressors instead of FAs. 

But it is slower and consumes more power than the FAs.  

And also some times to reduce the wiring cost, it is common practice to transmit the data through a high speed 

serial link [7], [8]. In some ICs the designers try to reduce the number of IO pads in order to reduce the power consumption 

and silicon area. Therefore efforts are made to design high speed serial interface in order to facilitate on-chip buffering and 

parallel processing. Parallel multipliers are popular for their high speed operation but if the word lengths go higher they are 

often constrained by the hardware cost and power consumption of the applications.  

       In general applications like dsp, image processing, encryption and decryption techniques the word lengths are of 

hundreds of bits. Therefore, low-cost serial multipliers are widely used. Serial multipliers are also found in applications 

like system-on-chip (SoC) design. In present technology more intellectual property cores are integrated on the Soc, which 

results in large interconnect area and high power consumption. And also due to more interconnections the routing between 

one module to another module will be very difficult and also congested. To overcome this problem we are evolved recently 

to on-chip bus and alternative on-chip serial-link bus structure [9]. 

 

Figure 1: Conventional Bus Structure 

 

Figure 2: Serial-Link Bus Structure 

In the above figures (1) and (2) shows the difference between a conventional parallel on-chip bus and an on-chip 

serial bus, respectively. In figure (2) serializer is used to convert the parallel data stream to a serial bit stream in order to 

pass through simply routed serial link. At the destination end the deserializer is used to convert the data stream from a 

serial link again back to parallel data. So to make computations with normal speed we have to transfer the data through 
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serial link at high speed in order that it should not wait for any data. We can do this by performing some partial 

computations on the incoming data stream at high speed while data is being buffered.  

       The rest of the paper is organized as follows section II revises the existing serial-serial multipliers, section III 

deals with the proposed serial-serial multiplier, section IV gives implementation results and section V will concludes the 

paper followed by reference.  

EXISTING SERIAL MULTIPLIERS 

Generally serial multipliers are of two types they are serial-serial multipliers and serial-parallel multipliers. In 

serial-serial multipliers both the operands are loaded in bit serial fashion, in order to reduce data input pads two. Where as 

in serial-parallel multiplier loads one operand in a bit serial fashion and the other in always available in parallel fashion. 

The existing architectures in serial-serial multipliers have so many disadvantages. The architecture proposed by Manas [1]- 

[2] use a csa architecture in which the area occupied by the reduction block is very high because of large number of full 

adders used. It also has large delay due to propagation through adders.   

PROPOSED SERILA MULTIPLIER 

Here in this section we will propose a technique for the generation of individual rows of partial products by 

considering two serial input operands. In which one operand is starting from LSB and another starts from MSB. This 

multiplier will generate all partial product rows and their accumulation will be done in only 2n cycles for an n×n 

multiplication.  

 

Figure 3: Block Diagram of Serial Multiplier 

Serial multiplier uses a single bit multiplication i.e. an and gate to perform multiple bit multiplication. Each bit in 

the multiplier is multiplied with each bit of the multiplicand in a systematic fashion and the result is accumulated 

accordingly. Since this multiplier is a signed multiplier the result of gate is complemented in the event of MSB bit of the 

multiplier being 1. Once the multiplication of all the bits in the multiplicand are multiplied with one bit of the multiplicand 

the accumulated result is shifted before adding it to other partial products.  Figure 3 shows the block level diagram of the 

serial multiplier. 

         Serial Multiplier is a multiplier where in its computes the end result by multiplying each bit of the multiplier with 

each bit of the multiplicand in a serial order i.e only one bit at a time. The intermediate products are accumulated and 

shifted for addition with the next partial product.      
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        For example, if A2 A1 A0 and B2 B1 B0 are two signed numbers, The sign of the output depends on the sign bits B2 

and A2. If both bits are either 1 or both bits are 0, the output is positive or negative. Therefore, only one multiplier, one 

shifter and one adder is required in Serial Multiplier. It can be concluded that the hardware of serial multiplier is greatly 

reduced and the power consumption as well. 

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

The whole multiplier is implemented using verilog in Xilinx ISE 13.4 and it is targeting Xilinx Virtex-3 

xc5vlx20t-2ff323.A testbench is used to generate the stimulus and applies it to the implemented serial-serial multiplier. 

The serial-serial multiplier code was also checked using Xilinx [10]. The design was synthesized using Xilinx synthesis 

XST tool [10] . Post synthesis and place and route simulations were made to ensure the design functionality after synthesis 

and place and route. Table 1 shows the resources utilized by it while serial-serial multiplier implemented. 

Table 1: Results Obtained Proposed Serial-Serial Multiplier 

 

NO OF SLICES 35 

DYNAMIC POWER (mw) 3.9 

CLOCK DELAY (ns) 6.53 

SPEED (Mhz) 165.14 

 

Synthesis Results 

The Figure 4. shows the top level module of a 4 bit serial multiplier. The ‘clk’ signal is used to time all the 

operations while the ‘rst’ signal is used to initialize the outputs and the internal registers. The ‘data_in’ is used to feed the 

input signal values and the output of the filter can be observed on ‘data_out’. The ‘start’ is used to start the operation. The 

Figure 5.shows the RTL schematic view of serial multiplier.  

 

Figure 4: Top Level Module of a 4 Bit Serial Multiplier 
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Figure 5: RTL Schematic View of Serial Multiplier 

Simulation Results  

The Figure 6, shows the working of a 4 bit serial multiplier with different combinations of multiplier and 

multiplicand. We see that the output is ‘ready’ after 2n cycles after the ‘start’ signal goes high. This shows the latency in 

this multiplier. 

 

Figure 6: Simulation Results of Serial Multiplier 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a different approach of computing serial-serial multiplier is proposed. By using this multiplier we 

can easily generate all partial rows in just 2n cycles for n×n multiplication. This proposed serial multiplier requires only 

one multiplier, one shifter and one adder . It can be concluded that the hardware of serial multiplier is greatly reduced and 

the power consumption as well. This serial multiplier approach has advantage of low I/O requirement and hence is most 

suitable for complex Soc and advance FPGAs.  
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